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After the Battle of Darkness Falling, Our Lady and the Darkness Radiant stand ready to confront
the world’s remaining evils. But in passing through darkness, Minos must confront the sacrifices
required to face the enemy without and within.



Passing through DarknessBook Five - Covenant Against Darkness(c) 2019 byMalcolm
McKenzie “Our adherents never forgive us if we take sides against ourselves:for in their eyes this
means not only rejecting their love but also exposing their intelligence.” Friedrich
Nietzsche ContentsContents1. Stephen2. The Mission3. The Best Laid Plans4. Uninvited
Guests5. Down the River6. The Road to Hell7. The Dark Lord8. Thus Spake Gurath9. Heart of
Darkness10. The Last Choice11. It Is Finished12. Epilogue Cover art © 2019 by M. McKenzie
and V. Garrido1. Stephen “It’s going to rain,” I complained. “I can feel it.”Railes glared at me.
The skull tattooed on the side of my adjutant’s face contorted hideously. “Don’t give me that.
You’re what, not even twenty, and you’re already one of those old farts who feels the rain in his
aching joints?”I shrugged. “It’s true.”And it was. Stephensburg was not far from the battleground
where Yoshana had fallen and we’d seized control of the Darkness Radiant. But it had taken
time for Roshel to reassign its officer corps under her leadership, rewarding talented veterans
while purging the highest ranks of those most loyal to the previous Overlord commander. I’d
given her as long as she wanted. My attempt to unify Rockwall and Monolith forces in the
service of Our Lady had been an abysmal failure. I may not have been much of a general, but I
wasn’t going to make the same mistake twice.It had taken time to bury the dead, too. Speaking
of mistakes. Maybe BlackShield Jarl Lago had been right, and there hadn’t been a better way.
At least the death toll had been nowhere near as bad as the Battle of the Cleansing. Which
meant our army had grown again. And big armies traveled slowly, at the pace of the most
sluggish ox-drawn supply wagon. The fact that half those wagons had carried our wounded -
including me - didn’t make them any faster. None of us appreciated being jostled.I’d enjoyed the
time Tess and I spent sitting and holding hands in the wagon. Moments before she’d died,
Yoshana had called Tess my woman. Somehow, the last words of an enemy had crystalized
something between us that nothing else had. When I’d first met her, Tess had refused to even
tell me her name, saying God had called her to be Prophetess and nothing more. I’d irreverently
shortened the term to Tess. Now, with her mission achieved and Yoshana defeated, she was
once again using her birth name of Genia Carter. But for me, she was still Tess. The nickname
symbolized a bond formed through two years of struggle.Anyway, all that time waiting and
bouncing along in the wagon had given me plenty of opportunities to learn how my injured knee
felt about changes in the weather. It was healing, thanks to my Select metabolism, but there was
a special twinge when rain was coming.Railes looked up at the sky, blue with scattered clouds.
“Bull,” he declared.“Have it your way. Sleep outside tonight. You’ll see.”“The way things are
going, we might be sleeping outside this gate before they open up.”That was rapidly becoming a
sore point. Our column was halted just outside Stephensburg’s walled inner city. The troops
holding the gate weren’t in any hurry to let us in.The situation was complicated. I was surprised
to find myself thinking it, but we would have benefited from a professional politician. Yoshana
had been Stephen’s hand, commander of his armies. As well as the power behind his throne or,



as Railes had so eloquently phrased it, “the arm stuck up his ass making his mouth
move.”Yoshana was dead. Roshel was her most senior remaining officer and had taken
command of her troops in the field, then pledged them to me. In one sense, that meant the
Darkness Radiant answered to Our Lady. Except Stephen still thought it answered to Stephen,
since they were mostly his men.It had been nervous going when we’d first approached the city.
Yoshana had split her forces into three legions commanded by herself, Roshel, and the Select
Grigg. Portions of each legion had been in the battle against Our Lady’s troops, what the men
were now calling the Battle of Darkness Falling. It was a play on words, of course, because the
Darkness - in the form of the demon Seven, the possessed berserker Pious, and Yoshana
herself - had all fallen. With the Darkness cast out of Roshel and the rest of the infected on both
sides, it had been a great victory for the light. For Our Lady the words conveyed nothing but that
victory. For the Darkness Radiant, I wasn’t so sure. They’d lost their leader and surrendered to
an inferior force. And so there was the question of what would happen with the remainder of
each legion garrisoned at Stephensburg. It had been clear enough that Roshel’s men in the city
would follow us; the question of Yoshana and Grigg’s troops had been more
interesting.“Interesting” in the way that a possible civil war in an urban environment was
interesting.We’d made the most triumphant approach to the city we could muster. Drums beat,
trumpets sounded, the men marched in splendid order, tabards as white and shining as weeks
in the field would allow. The wounded had followed behind, an unmentioned corollary to
triumph. Like the dead. And Yoshana’s Knights of Resurrection who’d deserted in disgust.In the
end it had proven to be a lot of worry over nothing. Even purged of the Darkness, Roshel was
formidable enough to simply assert command and be accepted. True, we hadn’t advertised the
fact that she no longer had the power to melt flesh from bones at her slightest whim.The only
place we’d run into any difficulty was right here, at the gate to Stephensburg’s inner
administrative district. Obviously word of the change in command had gotten ahead of us, and
Stephen was trying to decide what to make of it. He didn’t seem to be in a hurry.A soldier
unfolded a camp chair behind me, and I gratefully sank into it. I wasn’t going to trundle up to see
Stephen sitting in a wagon, and riding a horse hurt more than walking. I could limp along and
stand for a while using my katana as a cane - but not for very long. The question now would be
whether I’d be able to get out of the chair again.“What’s taking so long?” Tess asked.Prophetess
Genia Carter, banisher of the Darkness, conqueror of Yoshana, spiritual leader to a combined
army of nearly thirty thousand men. The closest thing there was to a living religious icon. Not,
however, known for her patience.“How would I know?” I said. Not the most insightful or
respectful response from the general to his prophet, or perhaps the wisest way of speaking to
my girlfriend. But it was true. I speculated, since I didn’t have anything else to do. “I’d guess
Stephen’s trying to figure out if this is good or bad for him. He’s out from under Yoshana’s
thumb, but his army just shifted allegiances without his permission. Kind of tough for a ruler to
know what to make of that.”
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command of her troops in the field, then pledged them to me. In one sense, that meant the
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would follow us; the question of Yoshana and Grigg’s troops had been more
interesting.“Interesting” in the way that a possible civil war in an urban environment was
interesting.We’d made the most triumphant approach to the city we could muster. Drums beat,
trumpets sounded, the men marched in splendid order, tabards as white and shining as weeks
in the field would allow. The wounded had followed behind, an unmentioned corollary to
triumph. Like the dead. And Yoshana’s Knights of Resurrection who’d deserted in disgust.In the
end it had proven to be a lot of worry over nothing. Even purged of the Darkness, Roshel was
formidable enough to simply assert command and be accepted. True, we hadn’t advertised the
fact that she no longer had the power to melt flesh from bones at her slightest whim.The only
place we’d run into any difficulty was right here, at the gate to Stephensburg’s inner
administrative district. Obviously word of the change in command had gotten ahead of us, and
Stephen was trying to decide what to make of it. He didn’t seem to be in a hurry.A soldier
unfolded a camp chair behind me, and I gratefully sank into it. I wasn’t going to trundle up to see
Stephen sitting in a wagon, and riding a horse hurt more than walking. I could limp along and
stand for a while using my katana as a cane - but not for very long. The question now would be
whether I’d be able to get out of the chair again.“What’s taking so long?” Tess asked.Prophetess
Genia Carter, banisher of the Darkness, conqueror of Yoshana, spiritual leader to a combined
army of nearly thirty thousand men. The closest thing there was to a living religious icon. Not,
however, known for her patience.“How would I know?” I said. Not the most insightful or
respectful response from the general to his prophet, or perhaps the wisest way of speaking to
my girlfriend. But it was true. I speculated, since I didn’t have anything else to do. “I’d guess
Stephen’s trying to figure out if this is good or bad for him. He’s out from under Yoshana’s
thumb, but his army just shifted allegiances without his permission. Kind of tough for a ruler to
know what to make of that.”I let out a little grunt as my face twinged. Now that I was sitting, my
knee didn’t hurt as much. That meant the wound opening my cheek from lip to eyebrow got to
take its turn demanding my attention.In many ways I was lucky. Yoshana’s burst of Darkness
hadn’t killed me or blinded me. The gouge it had ripped hadn’t actually torn a hole all the way



through my face, so I could eat without food falling out of the side of my mouth. There was no
exposed bone.But it wasn’t the kind of dashing little scar that women admired. It was the kind of
awful-looking thing people unconsciously backed away from, in case it was somehow
contagious, or whatever had inflicted it was still following me around. I was lucky I already had a
girl - to her credit and my relief, Tess never shied away from it.The wound hadn’t bled. That was
the way of injuries dealt by the Darkness. They just hurt. It was healing, slowly. It would always
be hideous, but I hoped that in time it would stop looking like raw meat. Railes was missing an
ear on the tattooed side of his face and hissed like a teakettle when he exerted himself thanks to
a spear he’d taken in the lung a year before. He was greatly amused that I was now both less
mobile and uglier than he was.“Open, me,” Cat suggested, eyeing the gate. The paleo girl was
Tess’ bodyguard, Railes’ lover, and one of my closest friends. She was also a vicious savage.
When she suggested she could open the gate, she meant she could scale the wall and murder
the guards.“No, Cat.”She made a rude noise and went to play with Hafnum Furat’s big, white
dog, Sam. The dog - and Furat - were another critical part of Tess’ protection. The dog could
sense the Darkness, and Furat had a huge pistol and was good at shooting things with it. With
Yoshana dead, Grigg vanished, Roshel on our side, and Tess perhaps immune to that sort of
attack anyway, there shouldn’t be much to worry about on that score - but it didn’t pay to take
chances with the Darkness.We’d won a great victory, but the situation was still fluid. There were
hundreds of Yoshana’s veterans who hadn’t accepted the outcome of the battle. I didn’t know
where they’d gone. Some might remain with our forces, a fifth column waiting to strike. I wasn’t
going to have our leader, who I happened to love, assassinated in our moment of triumph.“Ah,”
boomed a voice from above. “The prophet of Our Lady and her Select.”I struggled to my feet.
Stephen stood on the wall, gray-uniformed guards around him. He wasn’t a tall man, but the silk
shirt under his fur cloak was open to the waist, showing tanned, muscular flesh.Or the
appearance of it. When we’d first met, he had been so grotesquely fat he could barely walk.
Yoshana had remade him with the Darkness. I suspected it remained in him, giving him an
unnatural appearance of health. A woman, taller than he and regal in appearance, stood at his
side.“It’s ironic, Minos,” the lord of the Source continued. “Now you stand at the head of an army,
but you seem so much the worse for wear.”“The price of war, Lord Stephen. Some paid a far
higher price than I. But with peace restored, perhaps we could meet and discuss the disposition
of this army?”Stephen seemed to ignore my request. Instead he continued, “I’d heard you
commanded the Darkness, but then gave it up. That seemed hard to credit, but by your
condition, I suppose it must be true. How very strange.”Tess piped up, “Lord Stephen, both
Minos and Roshel have rejected the Darkness. God has cast it out of them. I beg you, do the
same.”He snorted. “Roshel, too? I’d heard it but didn’t believe it. How can both of you be such
fools?”“Lord Stephen -”“Be silent, peasant. I’m talking to your betters. Are all the rumors true,
then, Minos? Yoshana dead, Grigg gone, the Darkness Radiant possessed of the Darkness no
more?”Tess nodded slowly, even though the question had been addressed to me. My blood had
started to boil the moment “peasant” had passed the nasty little despot’s lips, but she seemed



unperturbed. Stephen was lucky I didn’t have the Darkness in me anymore, or he wouldn’t have
enjoyed finding out which of us controlled it better.A hellish smile spread across his face, almost
as if he could read my thoughts. “Then I am truly the only power remaining. There is nothing to
discuss. The Darkness Radiant is mine, Minos. You will return it to my direct command at
once.”Tess shook her head. “Lord Stephen, the Darkness is the power of sin and corruption. It
is evil given form. Reject it and return to the light.”“Insect! You dare make demands of me? I am
the lawful ruler of the Source and master of its armies. My will is supreme!”Cat was growling
deep in her throat. I could tell she was trying to judge whether her knife, which wasn’t balanced
for throwing, could take him in the eye at that range. I was pretty sure it could. I was really
tempted to let her find out but set a warning hand on her arm instead.Sam either sensed the
Darkness in Stephen or picked up on Cat’s tension. The dog began barking furiously.Stephen
ranted on, oblivious. “My will is absolute! No one will deny me now, least some sniveling tool of
an obsolete church. You will assemble my armies outside my walls at the first hour of the
morning tomorrow, and then you may withdraw with the rabble you brought from Our Lady.
Skulk back to your temples and mouth your prayers. Go preach repentance to the demons and
see how it profits you. I don’t care. But my men will be returned to me.”“We’ll withdraw now and
consider your proposal,” I said, backing away, which seemed - just barely - like a better response
than letting Cat try to kill him and start a civil war.“Consider? You will obey! I will not tolerate
defiance! At the first hour tomorrow, Select. You hear me?”I nodded. “I hear.” “That could have
gone better,” I remarked when we’d returned to our headquarters outside the city.Roshel,
BlackShield Jarl Lago, and the other senior officers hadn’t accompanied us and needed to be
briefed. Afterward, Lago rumbled, “It is not very different from what I would expect, Judge
Minos. Why would you have thought otherwise?”“The Darkness has driven him mad,” Tess said.
“You should have seen his face.”The senior Paladin dipped his head respectfully to her. “That
may be, Prophetess, but his behavior is like any ruler’s. He claims what he believes to be his by
right, and seizes any advantage he can.”“I’m with Lago,” Roshel chimed in. “It’s unfortunate you
told him I’d been cleansed of the Darkness. He’s going to be feeling pretty invincible now.”Tess
glared at her. “So you think we should have lied?”The beautiful, dark-haired Overlord who’d
been one of the leaders of the Darkness Radiant shrugged. “Perfect honesty usually isn’t the
best policy in war. You don’t have to be a creature of the Darkness to know that.”Her smile was
perfectly sweet and perfectly calibrated to send Tess’ blood pressure through the roof. I hurried
to intervene.“He’d heard the rumor already. He might not even have believed us if we’d denied
it. The question is, what do we do now?”I looked around at the assembly of officers and others,
gathered under a broad awning stretched across poles. In addition to those with senior military
roles like Roshel, Lago, and Railes, we had Tess and her most trusted guards - Cat, Furat, and
his dog. And of course Doctor John Dee, the opinionated occultist who’d been at Tess’ side for
nearly two years and, with Cat, had become one of my closest and unlikeliest friends.Dee was a
windbag, a braggart, and a coward. His ideas had been sometimes brilliant and sometimes
terrible, and had almost always nearly gotten me killed. I turned to him with a mixture of hope



and trepidation.“The questions are twofold,” he said. “To how much of the army do we have a
right? And how much of it can we control?”Before anyone else could even try to answer, he
plowed ahead. “As to the question of right, the greater part of what is now the Darkness Radiant
was originally the army of Stephensburg, pledged to Stephen. For that matter, Yoshana pledged
her own troops to Stephen as well. Even the forces of Our Lady are a bit questionable, as in civil
matters Our Lady owes allegiance to the Source and Stephen as its ruler.”“I swore my troops to
Prophetess, not to some Darkness-infested princeling,” Lago growled.“And I’m the commander
of the Darkness Radiant now,” Roshel added. “It goes where I tell it.”Dee smiled. “So let’s simply
say the issue of right is complex. Then as it so often does, it comes down to a question of
might. How much of the army can we control?”“My troops answer to me, to Judge Minos, to
Prophetess, and to God,” Lago declared. “Never to Stephen.”Dee raised a finger. “Very good.
Four thousand in our column. Only, what, twenty five thousand yet to account for?”Roshel said,
“The ones that were in the field with me at Darkness Falling will be loyal. The others… I couldn’t
say yet. If it were a contest between Yoshana and Stephen, they’d almost all follow her. But I’m
not Yoshana.”“So. Eleven thousand in total are ours. Some eighteen thousand of unknown
allegiance. The easiest course would be to withdraw to Our Lady with our eleven thousand and
let any others who choose follow us.”I shook my head. “Leaving eighteen thousand men under
the control of a lunatic infected with the Darkness doesn’t appeal much. Tess is right - he didn’t
look sane. I’ve had that stuff in me, and it works on your head. Not in good ways. God knows
what he might do with that in him and without Yoshana controlling him.”Dee raised his eyebrows.
“The alternative may be civil war. Inside a city, the bloodshed would be… considerable. I
believe Father Roric specifically cautioned you on that point?”Our Lady’s Advocate for Justice
had lectured me on the principles of just war. The cause had to be righteous, but the conduct of
operations also had to minimize casualties.Fortunately, Roric was with us in Stephensburg. Or
perhaps unfortunately, since I still found the priest intimidating. “I can ask for his views,” I
said.Roshel shook her head. “Let me take the temperature of the unit commanders in the city.
I’ll see which way they’re going to jump, and see who I can influence. Just buy me some time
tomorrow.” I didn’t know exactly what Stephen expected. There wasn’t room for twenty nine
thousand men to assemble and pledge their allegiance to him outside the gate to the
administrative district. And it would have looked like a prelude to invasion. I opted for a single
battalion… consisting entirely of Lago’s Monolith troops, who had no allegiance at all to
Stephen. I was hoping that point would be lost on him.There was a small chance that, with the
night to sleep on it, he’d repented and decided to forego Yoshana’s dubious “blessing.” Tess
could purge the Darkness from him. I didn’t think it was likely, but I didn’t have any brilliant ideas,
so I prepared to stall for time while Roshel assessed divided loyalties. And we all hoped for the
best.The early morning was cool, even at the beginning of summer. A light rain had in fact fallen
during the night, and mist rose off the puddles in the cobblestone streets. Nonetheless, the
monarch appeared atop the wall as he had the day before, shirt open to reveal the appearance
of tanned muscle. I had seen the Darkness melt the fat out of his body, liquid rivulets of it



running like wax out of his pores. I fought down a wave of nausea at the memory.Once again he
was flanked by a small contingent of soldiers and the tall woman. Her angular face was
composed and she regarded us with no more concern than she would have given an equal
number of ants. Stephen smiled as he saw me watching her.“This is Melaret, my consort.
Another of the fine things one can have with the power you idiotically set aside. Have you come
to deliver my troops to me, Select?”I cleared my throat. My knee hurt. “Lord Stephen, you will
appreciate that a transfer of power is not accomplished instantly. There is confusion among the
men after the death of Yoshana. They were accustomed to answering to her.”“They answer to
me!”Even Stephen’s guard recoiled fractionally at the shrill scream. Only Melaret remained
unmoved.He steadied his voice to a venomous hiss. “I am the lord of the Source. This city,
these men, all the lands beyond, including your little prophet’s church, they are all mine by right.
And let’s not play games, Select. They’re mine by main force as well. Who will deny me that?
You’re no Yoshana. I don’t share power with the likes of you, or peasant prophets, or Overlord
whores who’ve set aside the source of their strength. Who else is fit to rule here but me? I didn’t
summon you to make excuses. I summoned you to deliver me my army.”I winced. “Lord
Stephen, the issue is that your army may not be entirely ready to be delivered. A substantial part
of it is pledged to the elimination of the Darkness. We need a bit more time -”“Time?” Stephen
roared. A black cloud began to form around him. “Time for treachery? Time for disloyalty?
Bring the traitors to me and I will strike them down! I will purge the ranks until -”His body went
rigid as Melaret buried a knife in his back. When Cat stabbed someone from behind, the blade
slid up under the ribs through the kidneys. Stephen’s consort had driven her stiletto down from
above in a clumsy overhand blow. It was amazing the knife hadn’t caught on bone.The
Darkness seethed in the air. Face twisted into a mask of disgust, rage, and terror, the woman
plunged the thin blade into him again and again.It wouldn’t have been possible to kill Yoshana
that way. She would have healed as fast as the damage was done and swatted the attacker like
a bug. Stephen wasn’t Yoshana. The skin sagged on his bones as the Darkness left him. His
body toppled from the wall and smashed onto the ground at our feet with a sickening crunch. I
was pretty sure he was dead before he hit.The Darkness continued to ooze out of the corpse, a
pathetic mist that reminded me more of cockroaches fleeing the light than the gigantic, lethal
mass that had streamed from Yoshana on her death.The gray-uniformed guards on the wall
were very still.“Stephen is dead,” Melaret announced. “Long live Stephen.” Tess and I sat at a
huge table of elaborately carved mahogany and moved food around on our plates. Melaret
picked daintily at an egg, exactly like a refined lady who hadn’t just stabbed a man to death.
Light streamed into the dining room through diamond-paned windows of exceptional clarity.My
plate was heaped with sausages, potatoes, eggs, and slices of a variety of fruit. It was the finest
meal I’d ever been served. I had no appetite.“Stephen was a monster,” Melaret said calmly. “And
a danger to the realm. It was obvious he was leading us to a senseless war.”Tess shot me a look
I couldn’t read. I met Melaret’s eyes and nodded.The tall woman continued. “I carry Stephen’s
child. Stephen, Twenty Eighth of His Name.”“If it’s a boy,” Tess said softly.“Oh, he is.”I didn’t ask



how she could be so sure. I fought down a shudder. I didn’t want to know.“I will be regent until
his majority. With the blessing of the Universal Church, the transition will be peaceful and free
from any unpleasantness. And of course, the Church will have my full support in its holy crusade
against the Darkness.”“That’s very… civilized,” I said.“Just so.” She smiled thinly. “You don’t
seem hungry. I apologize, I didn’t ask if you’d already eaten. Please, don’t let me detain
you.” “Stay not on the order of your going, but go. So what do we do about Lady Macbeth?”
Railes asked when we were safely back at our headquarters outside the city. The spot between
my shoulder blades had finally stopped tingling in anticipation of an arrow.“Not an entirely
accurate epithet,” Dee objected. “Lady Macbeth was quite loyal to her husband and didn’t
actually kill anyone.”I was impressed my adjutant knew ancient literature like Shakespeare at all.
The tattooed killer didn’t give the impression of being classically educated. Although the snarl
he showed the occultist certainly looked medieval.“Not really the point, Dee,” I said. “The
question’s a good one. She’s a murderer and I’d say slightly more cold-blooded than the
average snake. She’s looking to make a deal with us, but I don’t trust her as far as I can throw
her.”“She’s looking for us to legitimize her,” Tess corrected. “She needs the blessing of the
Church.”“She is a regicide,” Lago growled. “We cannot endorse that.”“Let’s not be hasty,” Dee
interjected. “She would owe her legitimacy entirely to us, making her a more secure ally than
any other we might imagine on the throne of the Source. And after all, she was acting against
the Darkness.”
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yet to account for?”Roshel said, “The ones that were in the field with me at Darkness Falling will
be loyal. The others… I couldn’t say yet. If it were a contest between Yoshana and Stephen,
they’d almost all follow her. But I’m not Yoshana.”“So. Eleven thousand in total are ours. Some
eighteen thousand of unknown allegiance. The easiest course would be to withdraw to Our
Lady with our eleven thousand and let any others who choose follow us.”I shook my head.
“Leaving eighteen thousand men under the control of a lunatic infected with the Darkness
doesn’t appeal much. Tess is right - he didn’t look sane. I’ve had that stuff in me, and it works on
your head. Not in good ways. God knows what he might do with that in him and without
Yoshana controlling him.”Dee raised his eyebrows. “The alternative may be civil war. Inside a
city, the bloodshed would be… considerable. I believe Father Roric specifically cautioned you
on that point?”Our Lady’s Advocate for Justice had lectured me on the principles of just war.
The cause had to be righteous, but the conduct of operations also had to minimize
casualties.Fortunately, Roric was with us in Stephensburg. Or perhaps unfortunately, since I still
found the priest intimidating. “I can ask for his views,” I said.Roshel shook her head. “Let me
take the temperature of the unit commanders in the city. I’ll see which way they’re going to jump,
and see who I can influence. Just buy me some time tomorrow.” I didn’t know exactly what
Stephen expected. There wasn’t room for twenty nine thousand men to assemble and pledge
their allegiance to him outside the gate to the administrative district. And it would have looked



like a prelude to invasion. I opted for a single battalion… consisting entirely of Lago’s Monolith
troops, who had no allegiance at all to Stephen. I was hoping that point would be lost on
him.There was a small chance that, with the night to sleep on it, he’d repented and decided to
forego Yoshana’s dubious “blessing.” Tess could purge the Darkness from him. I didn’t think it
was likely, but I didn’t have any brilliant ideas, so I prepared to stall for time while Roshel
assessed divided loyalties. And we all hoped for the best.The early morning was cool, even at
the beginning of summer. A light rain had in fact fallen during the night, and mist rose off the
puddles in the cobblestone streets. Nonetheless, the monarch appeared atop the wall as he
had the day before, shirt open to reveal the appearance of tanned muscle. I had seen the
Darkness melt the fat out of his body, liquid rivulets of it running like wax out of his pores. I
fought down a wave of nausea at the memory.Once again he was flanked by a small contingent
of soldiers and the tall woman. Her angular face was composed and she regarded us with no
more concern than she would have given an equal number of ants. Stephen smiled as he saw
me watching her.“This is Melaret, my consort. Another of the fine things one can have with the
power you idiotically set aside. Have you come to deliver my troops to me, Select?”I cleared my
throat. My knee hurt. “Lord Stephen, you will appreciate that a transfer of power is not
accomplished instantly. There is confusion among the men after the death of Yoshana. They
were accustomed to answering to her.”“They answer to me!”Even Stephen’s guard recoiled
fractionally at the shrill scream. Only Melaret remained unmoved.He steadied his voice to a
venomous hiss. “I am the lord of the Source. This city, these men, all the lands beyond,
including your little prophet’s church, they are all mine by right. And let’s not play games, Select.
They’re mine by main force as well. Who will deny me that? You’re no Yoshana. I don’t share
power with the likes of you, or peasant prophets, or Overlord whores who’ve set aside the
source of their strength. Who else is fit to rule here but me? I didn’t summon you to make
excuses. I summoned you to deliver me my army.”I winced. “Lord Stephen, the issue is that your
army may not be entirely ready to be delivered. A substantial part of it is pledged to the
elimination of the Darkness. We need a bit more time -”“Time?” Stephen roared. A black cloud
began to form around him. “Time for treachery? Time for disloyalty? Bring the traitors to me
and I will strike them down! I will purge the ranks until -”His body went rigid as Melaret buried a
knife in his back. When Cat stabbed someone from behind, the blade slid up under the ribs
through the kidneys. Stephen’s consort had driven her stiletto down from above in a clumsy
overhand blow. It was amazing the knife hadn’t caught on bone.The Darkness seethed in the
air. Face twisted into a mask of disgust, rage, and terror, the woman plunged the thin blade into
him again and again.It wouldn’t have been possible to kill Yoshana that way. She would have
healed as fast as the damage was done and swatted the attacker like a bug. Stephen wasn’t
Yoshana. The skin sagged on his bones as the Darkness left him. His body toppled from the
wall and smashed onto the ground at our feet with a sickening crunch. I was pretty sure he was
dead before he hit.The Darkness continued to ooze out of the corpse, a pathetic mist that
reminded me more of cockroaches fleeing the light than the gigantic, lethal mass that had



streamed from Yoshana on her death.The gray-uniformed guards on the wall were very
still.“Stephen is dead,” Melaret announced. “Long live Stephen.” Tess and I sat at a huge table of
elaborately carved mahogany and moved food around on our plates. Melaret picked daintily at
an egg, exactly like a refined lady who hadn’t just stabbed a man to death. Light streamed into
the dining room through diamond-paned windows of exceptional clarity.My plate was heaped
with sausages, potatoes, eggs, and slices of a variety of fruit. It was the finest meal I’d ever been
served. I had no appetite.“Stephen was a monster,” Melaret said calmly. “And a danger to the
realm. It was obvious he was leading us to a senseless war.”Tess shot me a look I couldn’t read.
I met Melaret’s eyes and nodded.The tall woman continued. “I carry Stephen’s child. Stephen,
Twenty Eighth of His Name.”“If it’s a boy,” Tess said softly.“Oh, he is.”I didn’t ask how she could
be so sure. I fought down a shudder. I didn’t want to know.“I will be regent until his majority.
With the blessing of the Universal Church, the transition will be peaceful and free from any
unpleasantness. And of course, the Church will have my full support in its holy crusade against
the Darkness.”“That’s very… civilized,” I said.“Just so.” She smiled thinly. “You don’t seem
hungry. I apologize, I didn’t ask if you’d already eaten. Please, don’t let me detain you.” “Stay not
on the order of your going, but go. So what do we do about Lady Macbeth?” Railes asked when
we were safely back at our headquarters outside the city. The spot between my shoulder blades
had finally stopped tingling in anticipation of an arrow.“Not an entirely accurate epithet,” Dee
objected. “Lady Macbeth was quite loyal to her husband and didn’t actually kill anyone.”I was
impressed my adjutant knew ancient literature like Shakespeare at all. The tattooed killer didn’t
give the impression of being classically educated. Although the snarl he showed the occultist
certainly looked medieval.“Not really the point, Dee,” I said. “The question’s a good one. She’s a
murderer and I’d say slightly more cold-blooded than the average snake. She’s looking to make
a deal with us, but I don’t trust her as far as I can throw her.”“She’s looking for us to legitimize
her,” Tess corrected. “She needs the blessing of the Church.”“She is a regicide,” Lago growled.
“We cannot endorse that.”“Let’s not be hasty,” Dee interjected. “She would owe her legitimacy
entirely to us, making her a more secure ally than any other we might imagine on the throne of
the Source. And after all, she was acting against the Darkness.”“She was acting for her own
ambition,” Lago snarled. “It was her chance to seize power and rid herself of a man she
hated.”Dee shrugged and smiled. “Different interests do coincide. Motives are rarely pure.”Lago
snorted and looked away.I sighed. “The fact is, this avoids a civil war. And there’s going to be
blood if we don’t support her. Those guards of Stephen’s didn’t even flinch when she killed him.
If she had them in her pocket, she’ll have others. If we try to get rid of her, she won’t go
easily.”“Not overthrowing her doesn’t mean we have to endorse her,” Tess snapped.“And then
she’s an enemy, and we’re back to an army with divided loyalties.”“And you think she’ll lead it
against us?”“No, but -”“Then why exactly do you need thirty thousand men with undivided
loyalties?”I opened my mouth, then shut it. I felt like I’d been clobbered with a two-by-four from
behind while focusing on the enemy in front of me. Probably a lot like Yoshana had felt when
Tess beaned her in the back of the head with a rock.“It’s not my army,” I said softly. “It’s



yours.”“Did I ask for it?”“You went looking for an army to defeat Yoshana. I got you one. You put
me in charge of it. What am I missing?”“Apparently you’re missing the fact that we defeated
Yoshana. I’m very grateful, Minos. You did better than anyone could have expected. But the
mission is over.”I looked around the pavilion for help. Railes shrugged. Lago wouldn’t meet my
eye. Cat and Furat decided it was a good time to look around everywhere else, in case an
assassin was sneaking up on us in the midst of our own troops. Even Dee had nothing to offer.
Sam wagged her tail at me, but that wasn’t very helpful.“You weren’t in any hurry to turn our men
over to Stephen,” I objected.“He was crazy. And infected with the Darkness.”“And Melaret is a
murderer.”“Exactly. And you want us to give her the Universal Church’s blessing?”Backed into a
rhetorical corner again. I loved the woman but, prophet or not, someone who’d grown up on a
farm at the edge of a garbage dump had no business being able to argue circles around a
Select.“Tess, Yoshana may be dead, but there are still enemies out there. The Darkness is
building in the Sorrows. Yoshana delayed the Hellguard’s invasion when she killed Yashuath, but
I doubt they’ve given up on the idea. This war isn’t over. That’s why we need an army with
undivided loyalties. If our support for Melaret is the price of that, I think it’s one we have to
pay.”Her face set in lines of mulish stubbornness that weren’t attractive at all. “I’m not giving the
Church’s blessing to that woman.”“You don’t speak - huh.” I held up a finger as I thought. “You’re
a prophet, but you’re not the Church’s envoy in the matter of coronations, now are you? So it
really wouldn’t be appropriate in the first place for you to formally recognize Melaret, would
it?”“You’re splitting hairs.”“Damn right I am. Better hairs than heads. I had enough of that these
past two years.” It was an ugly compromise that pleased no one, and we all plastered bright,
false smiles over it and pretended to be thrilled.There was a formal leave-taking at the bridge
leading to Stephensburg’s outer walls. Below, the river that defined the city’s outer boundary
rolled along sluggishly, unimpressed by coronations and machinations. Four thousand of Lago’s
men in white tabards blazoned with the roses and spines of the Order of Thorns stood at
attention outside the city. Seven thousand of Roshel’s troops in white tabards blazoned with the
golden double crescent halberd of the Darkness Radiant stood with them.A few hundred of
Melaret’s gray-clad household guard looked pretty lonely standing in the huge gateway on the
other side of the bridge. The fact that there were thousands more troops behind them wearing
the same white and gold as Roshel’s men couldn’t be lost on anybody.Horns sounded, and
Stephensburg’s new ruler strode out onto the bridge with slow, measured steps. A herald with
lungs like a bellows boomed out, “The Regent Melaret, Mother of Stephen Twenty Eighth of His
Name, Liberator from Darkness, Servant of the Light.”The great and good of Stephensburg were
gathered behind the gray troops. The wealthiest and most powerful of all had prime viewing
positions on the wall, which was also conveniently removed from the line of fire if something
went wrong. They cheered and applauded noisily. It would probably have been unwise and
indeed unhealthy not to.Trumpets sounded, drums rolled, and I stepped forward to the music of
one of the Canticles of Holy Mary, which seemed to be the only piece that Roshel’s military band
knew. The song was beautiful but, having been subjected to it for an entire night when I was at



war with the Darkness Radiant, I would have preferred just about anything else.“Judge Minos,
Supreme Commander of the Armies of Our Lady, Knight of the Order of Thorns,” intoned my own
herald. I wasn’t sure he had quite the volume of Melaret’s, but since he was shouting in my ear it
was plenty loud enough. I also realized I had one less title than the new regent, but we hadn’t
come up with anything else that didn’t sound ridiculous.We stopped just short of each other,
bowed slightly at the waist, and clasped hands. Each of us wore a smile of frightening
insincerity.“Judge Minos, you have driven the Darkness from the Source. We are grateful.
Stephensburg is and remains at the disposal of the Holy Church.”More applause.“Lady Melaret,
you have driven the Darkness from Stephensburg.” With a knife in its ruler’s back. “The armies
of Our Lady stand with the lawful ruler of the Source.” Whose identity might be implied but was
carefully unspecified.And still more applause, and cheering, and another exchange of bows, and
even bigger, falser smiles.As Melaret and her men withdrew into the city, Roshel’s troops
followed in a magnificent procession. Lago’s soldiers executed a precise about face and, in
perfect unison, began the long march to Our Lady.“You are so full of crap,” Tess said.2. The
Mission Word of the Battle of Darkness Falling had reached Our Lady long before we did, of
course. The townspeople and the troops we’d left behind in garrison treated us to a heroes’
welcome.I couldn’t say I minded. Being pelted with flowers was a nice change from being pelted
with bullets and arrows. The contrast was that much greater because these were Rockwall
troops cheering men from the Monolith - two groups that not long ago actually had been pelting
each other with bullets and arrows.“Get up and wave,” Tess commanded. We were back to
riding in a wagon. She stood and gave me a hand up. I waved, tentatively at first, then
enthusiastically as the cheers grew louder.“Don’t get a swelled head,” Tess muttered.“But - you -”
I glanced over and saw her grinning at me.It was a long, slow ride through the winding streets of
the surrounding town to the massive walls of Our Lady proper. I was tired and sweaty and my
leg hurt by the time we got there.Still. “Nice to be appreciated,” I said.We were met at the gate
by an official delegation. The Metropolitan, the mayor, General Hake, and a swarm of
functionaries waited for us. As the wagon rattled to a halt, Tolf burst from their ranks and ran to
Prophetess in what must have been a huge breach of protocol.“Thank God you’re all right!”Cat
glared at him over the edge of the wagon. “With her, me.”“Like I said, thank God she’s all right.”
Tolf had proclaimed himself head of Tess’ personal guard long before the paleo had entered the
picture. There was a fierce rivalry between them that was somewhat in good fun but mostly not.
Tolf had half-jokingly suggested Cat might murder him to get him out of the way. It wasn’t
especially funny, considering I’d met her when she was sneaking up on me in the middle of the
night to slit my throat and eat me. I’d only lived because at the time I’d been something far
darker and more dangerous than her.Mayor Arnage cleared his throat and interrupted, which
was probably a good thing. I regarded him as a pompous windbag, but he might have been
useful a week earlier dealing with Stephen and Melaret. Hopefully he’d be useful now keeping
Tess’ bodyguards from each other’s throats.“Judge Minos,” he rumbled in full, rounded tones.
“We are gratified at your victory. A sign of God’s favor and the righteousness of our cause.



Though there was never any doubt in the Lord’s justice and mercy, still this is a time for
celebration and thanksgiving.”Never any doubt. This from a man whose chief contribution to the
undertaking had been the suggestion that we surrender.The ability to squeeze a lie the size of a
melon through a human throat without apparent discomfort was the main reason he would have
been useful in Stephensburg. I plastered on the same false smile I’d worn with Melaret and said,
“We are grateful for your unwavering support, Mayor Arnage.”He nodded happily and burbled on
at length. I couldn’t have recalled a syllable of what he said five seconds after it came out of his
mouth. Eventually the flow of words dried up. My mind had wandered back to the battlefield,
and I wasn’t paying enough attention to know if I was supposed to say something. I smiled and
nodded. It seemed to be enough.The Metropolitan’s quiet voice cut through the silence. “We
need to talk.” There was an intimidating air of command about the Metropolitan, Bishop of Our
Lady, the Universal Church’s supreme ecclesiastical authority in the known world. He wasn’t a
large man or a loud man, but he was a man I took very seriously. He also liked to hold meetings
in the basilica, where flights of angels stared down from the high, vaulted ceiling. Even now, I
still glanced nervously up at them, worried that they might disapprove of me. The overall
impression took me back to when I was a small boy and had broken something old and
valuable.If the Select were paranoid, it was just because everyone was out to get us.Much like
the last time the Metropolitan had convened a discussion in the basilica, there was only a bare
handful of people present. Father Roric and Father Juniper had joined us, along with General
Hake, BlackShield Jarl Lago, and Prophetess. Seated together in two pews, we spoke in
lowered voices that were lost in that huge space.
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